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The National Association of Language Laboratory Directors has established as its purpose the promotion of more effective use and better understanding of the machine aided learning laboratory in the foreign language programs of both schools and colleges. Towards this goal any person whose interests bring him in working contact with the administration or operation of any Machine Aided Language Learning program, from the most elementary to the most complex, in an educational institution or governmental agency is invited to associate with NALLD. Contact James W. Dodge, Secretary, NALLD, Box E, Brown University, Providence, R. I. 02912.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Membership Dues including a subscription to the NALLD Newsletter:
Annually — USA (50 states) $3.00; Canada & Foreign $3.50;
Foreign desiring Airmail $4.50 in most cases;
Student-Non-Voting Members $2.00.

An application form is provided at the end of this issue.
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The Newsletter solicits the submission of papers, articles, reviews, news of important events, particulars concerning positions available and other items of general interest to the profession.

Commercial Membership

Manufacturers, distributors, publishers and other commercial firms interested in furthering the goals of NALLD while benefiting from membership in the Association are invited to contact the Secretary requesting information on Associate Membership. This is a non-voting status which permits the member to realize the benefits of belonging to NALLD.